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Objectives
After the presentation of this paper, followed by general discussions and
group assignments, participants should be able to^

(i)

make a distinction between an evaluation study (research) and social
research;

(ii)

determine and describe factors and issues which should be considered before
developing an evaluation plan;

(iii)

examine measures to be taken into consideration before writing an evaluation
plan;

(iv)

(v)
(vi)

write an evaluation research plan?

prepare a format of an evaluation proposal for comments;
differentiate between a social research plan and an evaluation proposal/
planj

(vii)

and

prepare a format of a research or evaluation report.

(i)
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INTRODUCTION

Among the many definitions, evaluation (which is being equated with evaluation

research in this paper) may be defined as a set of procedures to appraise the merit
of a programme or project by providing information about its goals, expectations,
activities, outcomes, effects, impact, costs etc. It is often conducted for
clients who want to know the progress or affectiveness of a project/programme.
Its significance lies in the production of data or information which can be used
for making decisions about the programme.

Perhaps of significance at this stage, is to draw a distinction between

evaluation research and social research or other types of social investigations or
surveys.

The main concern of evaluation research is to produce data about a

programmes/projects1 worth or merit i.e. its'main concern is a systematic effort to
achieve certain expectations and change behaviour, attitudes and thought. In other
words, evaluation research is concerned with providing data and information about the
effectivensss, worth or merit of a programme/project.
On the other hand social research and other social investigations concentrate

on problems, issues, theories and ideas so as to contribute to a body of general
and scientific knowledge, and academia. Thus, unlike
social research which produces
information on problems, theories, issues and ideas and in so doing contribute to
scientific knowledge and academic development, evaluation research produces data
useful to programme developers, sponsors, managers, consumers and decision-makers

on which decisions about a project/programme may be made. However, evaluation can
and does contribute greatly to a store of knowledge about the effectiveness of
innovative programmes.

Another point of emphasis is that the clientelle or beneficiaries of#
evaluation research are often limited to a group of people with interest in a

given programme, whereas those of social research and other investigations are

varied and constitute a wider spectrum of audience. In addition, evaluation ;
research may not be subjected to scientific and technical rigorous of investigations

to which social research is subjected because of time constraints financial restricts
and inaccessibility of control>.roups. Another reason against rigorous evaluation

studies is the relative unavailability of reliable and valid instruments to measure

changes in behaviou rS)attitudes, interests, values, feelings, perceptions, etc.,

regarding the effects or impact of a programme.

Instruments to measure the

effects'and impact on feelings, interests, attitudes etc., of a programme are
difficult to find and; may hot be perfect measures.

'

'

:

;

:

These distinctions pose limitations on an evaluation plan one may wish to
develop as distinct from social research. At this stage therefore, it is
important to consider some of the obstacles, limitations, steps to consider an4:take
before developingan evaluation proposal. The next section will therefore examine
some of these

issues.
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II.

FACTORS, ISSUES AND PROBLEMS TO CONSIDER BEFORE WRITING AN
EVALUATION PROPOSAL
■

'

Undertaking an evaluation research presupposes that the subject and
object of investigation have already been identified i.e. that the. evaluators
have already been assigned a topic for investigation,

Th9s

'■

is the project or

programme of which they are to determine its worth or merit.
It is not for
them to; select a research problem..
That has been done for them by the sponsors
of evaluation, donors or managers of the programme.
In social research an
.
individual chooses or selects a problem for his or her research,, and is not
'T
selected or given to him.
This is extremely important as it highlights on
problems and issues which should be taken into consideration before writing a
research proposal which include among others' cognition limitations, institutional
pressures, intellectual-cognitive limitations; and socio-structural obstacles.
Certain steps ought to be considered or taken into account before developing an
evaluation .plan,
A.

Cognitive limitations

The inability of clients, particularly decision-makers to specify the kind :
of data needed for decision-making about the merits of a programme constitute
one of the major problems in developing an evaluation plan.
First and foremost,

decision makers find it very difficult' to know and

articulate the kind of data which would make a difference to their decision-making
process; and to articulate the statistical relationship which would clarify an

issue to .make a decision easier.

Therefore, before writing an evaluation plan,

evaluators should have occasion to discuss issues, problems and concerns with
:decision-makers as a means of deciphering the kind of'data which would help
decision-makers arrive at better decisions about a programme.

Secondly,, evaluation research takes time between the initial stages when a
decision about evaluation study has been taken and when the results are ready

and a report published,. Often, decision-makers have no time t/o wait for an
evaluation study, which takes too

long;

they want the report or findings within

the "immediate now11 and not one year hence.
Planning fbr an evaluation should
take this into account that the decision-makers want the report at a specified
time so that scheduling of evaluation activities should finish by a given time.
.

,

Thirdly .doing a relevant evaluation requires'choosing appropriate research

methods: .but evaluators often conceptualize issues and then select methods in" '
which they are proficient.

They tend to pick research methods'that are'best

"* ■
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addressed by the methodology with which they are familiar and not the ones that
best fit the issues to be investigated.
In this regard they will choose the
method befitting their speciality i.e. experimentation, survey research, or

econometric modelling and will thus formulate evaluation questions in line with
the suitable methodology.
B.

Institutional pressures

The clients, beneficiaries and end-users of evaluation are varried and each
of them has demands to suit their respective institutions.

For instance:

(a)
Programme donors and sponsors are more interested in the cost-effective
ness of the programme; programme owners want to know how well the objectives of
the programme were fulfilled, and participants in a programme are interested in
the benefits.
Academics on the other hand are interested in evaluation research
that leads to publication either as a book or in learned journals.
All these
interests have a bearing on the development of an evaluation plan.
(b)
The mechanisms of funding also affect the definition of evaluation.
Often, sponsors of a programme evaluation dictate the terms under which the
evaluation study is to be conducted.
In this regard, the sponsor's conventional
assumptions and restricted view of alternative programming strategies often
restrict the range of questions that are addressed.
(c)
In an evaluation, biases often intrude in various ways.
In one case,
sponsors of a programme may want to emphasize evaluations questions that are biased
in favour of their own interests.
On the other hand an evaluator may raise
more questions in line with the kind of role he/she wants to play; and

(U)

Finally, the piecemeal nature of evaluation tends to limit

the continuity of research and the comulative knowledge.

Evaluation is

often conducted on a project-by-project or pro^ramme-by-pro^ramme

basis, and thus does not lead to a,fdeep understanding of effective programming.
In essence therefore, piecemeal or episodic evaluations take different cuts at the
issues, utilizing different evaluation plans, methods, design strategies,
techniques for collection,

analysis and interpretation of data,

and report

write-up.
C.

Intellectual-Cognitive Limitations
Limitation also arise from:

(i)
the manner and style of writing the report
to suit
the end-users of
the report.
Academics often write their reports primarily for publications, and
therefore the report will be technically biased, using technical language and
jargons suited to

(ii)

Evaluation findings are often ambiguous with relation to data which is

small and inconsistent; and sometimes the variables used may account for a
fraction of the variance in outcomes, while the writing of the report may call
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for heavy intellectual burden.

Often it

{s

not made it clear what decision-

makers would do in such cases.

(iii)
Again evaluation research limits its findiiigs and results to a
particular project/programme and not necessarily for generalisability and application
to future projects or programmes.
What is observed in one project or programme
may not apply to another project or programme.
It is not easy to use the results
of one evaluation investigation as prescriptions for future actions because of
cognitive uncertainties.
D.

Socio-structural limitations

Evaluation results may not be ready at a time when decisions about a
programme are to be taken; or because decision-makers may attach different
meanings to the results of the evaluation etc.
Amongst these limitations are:

'

(a)
Lack of appropriate dissemination of evaluation results*
A number of
reasons may account for this - such as untimely delivery
of the report due
to late finishing of the report so that the findings are no longer important?
or simply that the report was not adequately distributed to those who needed the
data most for.,programme improvement;

.
(b>
results.

Institutional location makes a big difference in the interpretation of
The same data will be interpreted differently by the evaluator and

the decision-makers particularly when the report moves from what, "is" to what "ought"
to be.

The interpretation assumes different proportions;

(c) . rDecision-makers are often in no mood to change the course of a project
unless something is going seriously wrong.
An evaluation will be used for
decision-making when it has been confirmed that there is something,wrong with the
project.
In this case decision makers use the findings as an execuse for change;
otherwise as the time-honoured saying ?oes: "If it is not broken, don't mend it";
(d) Limited resources are another constraint on the use of evaluation,
not just money t>ut the lack of personnel to effectively implement tne findings of
the report*

Investigations shquld not however be limited to conclusions that can

be implemented.:

Even those which cannot be implemented .should be given.

be very useful for future planning;

They may

;

(e) Finally, staff turnover can be a serious limitation to the utilization
of an evaluation findings because the new people who have come in are less
enthusiastic about the findings of an evaluation study.

Ill

MEASURES TO TAKE BEFORE WRITING AN EVALUATION RESEARCH PROPOSAL

The measures being analysed here are not prescriptive of all evaluation
studies nor can all of them apply for each evaluation being undertaken.■

Nonetheless;1 they merit consideration when one is in the process of making an
evaluation proposal or plan.
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Firsts plan the evaluation study with the users in mind and if possible with
their full or partial participation, because involving users and decision-makers
can do three things..

(a)
to direct the study at issues that matter most to the beneficiaries
particularly decision-makers;,
(b)

to direct the study at the real goals and not theoretical ones;

(c)

to help win a degree of interest and commitment to the study.

With these advantages in mind, it is important that stake-holders of a
programme should participate in the planning of an evaluation study so that their
views,concerns and expectations are taken into account.
Secondly-, when planning an evaluation study, one should stay close to the
scene i.e. both the programme and the people so as to know what is going on in
day-to-day programme activities, whether new questions arise which will be
expected to be answered, and whether conditions change as to affect the goals
and objections of the programme as originally set.

Thirdly an evaluation study should concentrate on those conditions which
can be changed by the people v/ho make decisions about the programme and not those
conditions which are outsiue their field of influence.
In other words, an
evaluator should stick to manipulable variables which are within the realn of
the feasible.
[fourthly an evaluator should know who the beneficiaries of the report are

so that it can be produced in time and be written in a manner befitting the
style of beneficiaries.
In this regard, timeliness, clarity awl simplicity are
essential elements to be taken into account when planning an evaluation study.
Technical details which n.ay be of great interest to technocrats should be left to
the annexes and not included in the main report.
Fifthly, it is important to bear in nind that an evaluation report should
At the same
not be too long, else there will be few^ers who will read it.
time, conclusions or recommendations should be in line with what stake-holders
of the programmes expect.
Further^ evaluation results should be fitted into
a larger picture of similar projects/programmes so as to generate a generalizable
picture which can be used in future•planning and programming.
Finally^

it is important to aim at the production of high quality research

which has a relation between the quality of study and the level of use.

A study which is well done^has the chance of a lasting effect.
It is important
therefore that an evaluator should plan for high quality output of a study.
In concluding this section it should be emphasized that

there are a'

formidable array of. problems and obstacles which beset the use of evaluation
results.
Intellectual and structural limitations are particularly intrusive
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at the design sta^e of evaluation and a-ain when the results are ready for

action.

It should also be remembered that decisions are often made through

gradual and amorphous processes to which evaluation evidence is rarely considered.

At the same^time, evaluation results are only one input into complex*bargaining
around the interests and ideologies involved in social programmes and decision-0

rjakin£ processes.

We will now consider what is involved in developing an evaluation research

proposal.

IV

WRITING AN EVALUATION RESEARCH PROPOSAL

An evaluation research proposal is an action plan which attempts to nap out

clearly and precisely the course which the study or investigation is soing to take.
Such a proposal guides and directs the evaluator in the planning of an.evaluation

studys the design strategy to be used3 the formulation of instruments;, the uethods
and techniques for collection, analysis and interpretation of data, and what is
likely to be in the final report, civen the limitations of time and budget.
When an evaluation research proposal is well planneds it saves a lot of time
money and energys becuuse all these would be clearly spelt out in the design.
A number of formats of evaluation proposals have been put forward by different

writers, but the one used by florthen and sounders (1973 p. 301) in their book is
very ideal an£ appropriate for the Purpose of evaluating education projects and
programmes1.
2.
3.
A.
5.

The format contains five main parts viz;

Rationale for the evaluation study"
Objectives of the evaluation study;
Description of the programme/project bein* evaluated?
Evaluation design?
Description of the final report.

A few details of these major elements ot: an evaluation proposal will now
be given below.
. .
the evaluation stu.iy

In the rationale, the evaluator ?ives reasons as to why the evaluation
project is being undertaken i.e. why.the study must be made.
It is in this
rationale that he will indicate the administrative instruction or lepal authority
empowering him/her to undertake the study.
If the adninistrative instruction is
in form of terns of reference for the studys
constitute part of the rationale.

In additions
to adopt for the

those terms of reference will

the evaluator should describe the general approach he/she wishes
study and why such an approach is considered

suitable within the

general framework of the study.
Others would call the rationale a justification
for the study, since the arguments one advances in the analysis, must justify the
conduct of such a study and not simply for the sake of research.

ECA/PHSD/HRP/89/13/5.1(b)
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Objectives of the evaluation study

Objectives are the stated ends of the study i.e. the desired results of
the evaluation investigation.
They should therefore be specific and clearly
stated.
Under this title a description of the product of the study must be
clearly stated and should be capable of attainment,
Jn other words, the

objectives of an evaluation must be those end results, which can be attained within
the time i:rame of the evaluation.
Almost invariably therefore, such objectives .
would be' short-term ones given the nature of evaluation.
Broadly,
questions?
-

the objectives of the study will be focused around two centaal
:

What will be the product or output of the evaluation study;

And what audience will be served by the evaluation study i.e. who are
the beneficiaries of the study - the primary and secondary clients of the

findings of the evaluation investigation.
3.

Description of the programme being evaluated

This is the stage at which the evaluator discusses the project/programme in
terms of its philosophy i.e. the reasons, rationale and justification for its
creation or establishment.
This is not the same thinp as justifying and giving
reasons as to why an evaluation of that project/programme should take place.
It is an analysis of the philosophy behind the creation of the project/programme
to be evaluated.

In addition, the description will include an analysis of the objectives of
the programme as originally conceived - the short-term9 intermediate ana long
term objectives, implicit or explicit; the expected effects and impact of the
programme.
At this stage the evaluator only describes what the programme
envisaged as the effects, the outputs, impact etc. without
^passing judgement
as to how well these were fulfilled.
That judgement is left to the description
of the final report.
Included also in the desceiption at this stage will be the
content of the programme whose

implementation would

programme objectives; as well as procedures,

lead to the fulfilment of the

strategies and use of media which

would be employed for the fulfilment of the objectives and outputs.
Of primary significance would be a description of inputs into the programme financial, material and human.
In the case of a curriculum development course,
for instance, such inputs would include a description of financial resources its sources and intended usej the material resources made available for the
course i.e. venue of the course, facilities etc.; and the human inputs i.e. the
resource personnel,,,, participants and students.
In a description of human
resource inputs, depending on the project beinp evaluated,, the evaluator should

also include an account
manager,,

of what roles were to be played by project/programme ' '" *""

supervisors and monitors,

beneficiaries.

formative evaluators and the programme

ECA/PHSD/KRP/89/13/5.1(b)
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Finally there should be a description of the community within which the
programme/project ocerates (i.e. local or state) and the instructional context of
the programme.

4.

Evaluation design

At this starve, the evaluator should discuss the merits and demerits and
constraints of the evaluation design to be used; the design strategies most
appropriate for the intended evaluation, and the organizational plan or model.

He/she should also discuss the
him/her determine the worth or
of information he/she hopes to
will be collected, which would

evaluation questions or issues which would assist
effectiveness of the programme? the kind and type
collect and from what sources the information,
assist him assess the worth of a programme.

Perhaps of greater importance is a description of the methods for collecting
information taking into account funds available and the time allocated for the
evaluation.
The evaluator should give a brief description of the merits/demerits
of these methods - questionnaires, interviews etc. sampling procedures and so on.
Then there should be a description of

the methods and technique for analysing and

interpreting date and information,.
To this should be added data collection and
analysis schedules bearing in mincl the period £iven for the evaluation.
There may
also be a description of how the evaluators intend to avoid biases for judging
evaluation questions and data so as to remain objective in their analysis of the
project or programme.

One other item the design may include is a brief description of how the evalua
tors intend to assign responsibilities to the various principal individuals in the
evaluation e.g. those to develop evaluation instrumentss
collect datas analyse
information and data, and those to write the report.
In effect,
the analysis and
assignment of duties and responsibilities are treated in the general organizational
plan for programme evaluation.

The evaluation design also gives details of reporting procedures i.e.
the evaluators intend to report their findings.
.

how

Finally9 a most important aspect of the evaluation design is the proposed
budget for the evaluation.
No evaluation proposal is complete without an outline

of how much it will cost to undertake an evaluation study.

It is therefore a

must that the budget should be there as it is of primary interest and concern to
the sponsors of evaluation,
5.

Description of the final report
This relates to an outline of the final report to be produced by the

evaluator(s) as well as the usefulness of the findings or results of the investigation/
study.
This usefulness is.likely to be in the form of conclusions and recommendations
of the study, or.a summary of the major results or findings. '"
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The description will also contain an indication of what the final report
will look like in terms of content .and presentation, scurces9 validity and
correctness of informations individuals, organizations and agencies consulted,
schedules etc. Much of this will appear in the form of annexes at the end of
the report.

Finally, the description of the final report should give an indication

of when the report is due for submission and how it will be submitted.

Having described these elements of an evaluation proposal, it is now possible
to summarize them in the form of a suggested format for an evaluation proposal
V.

SUGGESTED FORMAT OF AN EVALUATION PROPOSAL

This suggested format is based on the analysis of five elements of an^

evaluation plan in section IV of this paper i.e. the section preceeding this
one.
A.

The format includes the following elements:
Rationale

This gives the justification for conducting the study i.e. why the

evaluation is being done; and also describes the general approach to be adopted
in the conduct of the study.

B.

Objectives of the Evaluation Study

(a)

A description of the product or outputs of the evaluation study;

(b)

A description of the audience, clientelle or beneficiaries for and to whom

the study is addressed; or what benefits or of what value the findings/

results will have to the audience/clients and beneficiaries,
C.

Description of the programme being evaluated

(a)

Describe the programme/project in terms of background to its establish
ment, justification and philosophy;

(b)

Objectives of the programme,

short-term.intermediate and long-term:

explicit and implicit;
(c)

Content of the programme;

(d)

Programme procedures, strategies and use of media;

(e)

Inputs (material, financial and human - participants, resource personnel,

managers, donorss sponsors etc.) and facilities;

(f)

Programme outputs and intended effects;

(g)

Description of the community and the instructional context of the
programme.
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D.

Evaluation design

(a)

A description of the design strategy to be used - its'advantages,

(b)

A description of the general organizational plan or model, duties and

disadvantages, merits and demerits, constraints etc.;

responsibilities including who does what for what, and what does what
for what?

(c) , Developing evaluation questions and related issues;

(d)

A description of evaluation information required to answer the

(e)

A description of the sources of information, methods of collecting

(f)

Data collection schedules;

(g)

Ilethods and techniques for analysing and interpreting collected, data;

(h)

A description of how the findings will be reported in an objective

questions?

information/data and sampling procedures 5

manner;

(i)
E.

VI

;

Details of the proposed budget for conducting the evaluation study.

Description of the final report

(a)

Outline to be produced by the evaluator(s);

(b)

Usefulness of the results or product of the study;

(c)

Conclusions (and recommendations if any) based on the findings;

(d)

Annexes for inclusion in the report%

(e)

Writing the final report by the evaluator(s)%

(f)

Submission of the report - when it is wanted.

TYPICAL SOCIAL RESEARCH PROPOSAL

This evaluation proposal is different from a typical social research
proposal and is not quite the same.
A typical social research proposal would

consist of the following elements:
1.
Introduction to the problem which gives a brief but clear analysis of the
problem and a definition of concepts where necessary;

ECA/PHSD/HRP/89/13/5.1(b)
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2°
Statement of the problem by analysing supporting factss showing their
relationships, providing documented evidence, and stating the variables which
need investigating

3*

Description of the study
(a)
State clearly the purpose of the study and at the end of this
analysis f^ive in one clear and concise sentence what this purpose is;
(b)

Justify or describe the significance of the stuuy i.e.

^ivinj;; reasons

as to why the problem chosen should be investigated ~:

(c)
A statement on the scope and limitations of the study including a
description and analysis of related studies and investigations undertaken
in the past either as theses/dissertations, journal or book abstracts etc.s
and a review of the literature on the proposed subject.
4Assumptions ■' these call for a statement of assumptions underlying the
hypotheses or research questions in a logical chain of reasoning*
A description
of assumptions that support the statistical techniques; tests9 samples,
population and the environment should also be given.
5.
Hypotheses by stating very clearly the facts which support th.e problen and
the theories; and presenting them in a manner which facilitates testing of
hypotheses.

An explanation should also be made about

the expected consequences

per hypothesis and whether such hypotheses will lead to the finding of

new

knowledge.

6.
Definition of terms which nay be done by giving an example, or the semis
differential of a tera> by stipulating or coin^ c terra for the purpose and
explaining how it will be used;, or by stating their operational functions in
which the "tern will be usea.
The definition of terms should clearly state
the important dependent and independent variables and should ensure that the
terms will convey the same meaning to everyone reading the research report or
book, journal or extract.
7o

and

Methodology

(a)
Select the design strategy most appreciate for the investigative study
e.r-,.
the case, time-series or comparison group designs ?
stating their
weakness and

(b)

strengths

in relation to the problem under study:;

Describe what saiab-Iin^ procedures will be used and in each case stating

the advantages and disadvantages?
(c)
Describe what research instruments will be used and why they are
appropriate to the research design chosen;

(<i)
State how the instruments will be administered whether by mail,
personally or otherwise ioe« state how the information will be collected

fron the various sources and what instruments will be used in collecting
information from the identified sources,

ECA/PHSD/HRF/89/13/5.1(b)

(e)

Analysis and interpretation of data by specifying clearly in the

proposal the methods and techniques for analysis and ir.tsrt>retatior of data
such as the use to be made of the computer, graphic techniques, mappir<~

techniques, histograms,, frequencies, correlations and factor analysis.
Also specify types of tables to be constructed, taking due care of contra
dictions and confusions arising: out of facts and data collected.
In the interpretation of results, discuss how the conclusions will be fed

back into theory; and also ensuring that the results are coercible with theory
discussed in the research.
8.

Time schedule

This should ^,ive details of when activities will start and be completed,
ana how lonj the research will take froia inception to submission of the product
for public consumption.
This may be ^iven as a time chart.
9=
research budget - a proposal of funds should be made giving details of
total costs of the research i.e. how much will be required for the research.
10c

Writing the final
This

report

involves a description of the research problem and then clearly and

precisely stating the findings/results of the research,
Sunmary of the findings should be precises and the conclusions should be
justified by data and analysis.
No net; data should be introduced in the writing
of the report.

Also answers to the questions or the acceptance or rejection

of the hypotheses

shoulJ

be

clearly stated.

Technical details of data and information should be given as annexes to
the nain report.

Finally,

the report should also contain an index and a bibliography.

~;e nay therefore end this presentation by presenting or proposing

a format of z Pesearch Report which can also be used (subject to some variation)
for an Evaluation Report.
VI£

Here then is the sur^c^stei fornat.

SUGGESTED FORMAT OF A RESEARCH REPCRT

This format can also be used for an evaluation report subject to modifica
tion to suit the project/pronrnnre being evaluated.
The following elements
should be included or treated in the report.
A.

"Preliminary r/iaterials
-

Litle pa^e
Preface and acknowledrenents

-

List of

Table of

contents
tables

List of figures

■

■
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B.

Hain presentation

(1)

introduction

(2)

(3)

-'
-

General statement of the -problem
Statement of the assumptions and hypotheses

-

Definition of terms and concepts

Review of the literature on the subject

-

Review of previous research or evaluation
Pertinent opinion about the research or evaluation

-

Summary of the state of the art

(3)

Research nethod
-

(4)

Description of subjects
Description of measures employed
Research design and procedures
Results and findings
- Analytic techniques

- Description of findings and results pertinent to each hypothesis
and assumption
- Other findings and results

(5)

Summary and conclusions

- Summary of hypotheses, nethod, findings and results
- Main conclusions
- Indications

(6)

Reference materials

- Annexes of technical details
— Index
- Bibliocraphy
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"

conclude this presentation by saying that whether an individual is
conduce ""^^ Qr evaluation of

or study

«™«

4t i« necessary for
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The crystalisation of systemic readinp, is the development of a

tentative outline of a research plan or evaluation proposal which should
contain = -eneral introduction or statenent of the problem; statement of
objectives; hypotheses or intended outputs; a description of the Proposed

samples a description of possible tests, measures and strategies to be use,
ITtht study: procedures to be used in carrying out the project/prosra^e

and plans for carrying out analysis of the data which would have been collects.

Sedation £LVpropo.al /Euides one to put one's id«.^cal or*

for evaluation and cements'by others. It has to be retnembereJ that * ?r°,r'™;
or project contains many elements and unless they are written do™, some of the,,
could be overlooked.
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